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Abstract : The motion of an electron in the magnetic field of a monopole is investigated, both for the Dirac and the Klem*Gordon 
equations. It is shown that the .singlc-valuedness of the angular factor of the wave function in both the cases lead to the quantization of 
charge
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I. Introduction
The object of this short paper is to investigate the rela­
tivistic motion of a charge particle in the field of a 
magnetic monopole in the rest frame of the monopole. 
Dirac [l(i)j predicted the existence of magnetic monopole 
following the analysis of the nonintegrability of the phase
of the (quantum) wave function. This leads in a natural
1
manner, to the quantisation of charge, e.g. (//-
pole-strength). It is shown in the present paper that the 
single-valuedness of the wave function of the charge 
particle in the magnetic field of the monopole leads di­
rectly to the quantization of charge. We obtain the same 
rule for quantization as that of Dirac (1/2 integer) on 
considering the Dirac equation for an electron in the field 
of a monopole as well as the Klein-Gordon equations for 
an electron in the field o f a monopole. In a subsequent 
paper, Dirac [l(ii)] considered the motion of a magnetic 
monopole in the field of an electron. The equation of 
motion of the monopole is taken as that of Dirac equation, 
supplemented with the subsidiary equation for the electro- 
niagnetic potential to be imposed to admit the existence 
>^f free magnetic monopoles.
2. The potential
The magnetic field B and the vector potential A due to an 
(isolated) pole of strength // is
B ™ // r/r^  and A -  //(I cos0)V(p (1)
in spherical polar co-ordinates with the pole as the
centre. The constant of integration is taken as //, so that 
the nodal line is (9 -  0, to 0 /c, (Dirac [l(ii)], Harish
Chandra [2]).
3. The Dirac equation
The Dirac equation for the electron is
cdt
ihV— A yffmcW,r) = 0 (2)
Writing
</(t,r) = exp-
 ^M 2
where
ta n h ;f  =
me
(3)
(4a)
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( L' ? 2— - - m e
A!7
(4b)
y/(r)---^cxp
a ,a y
+ m (o|y/(A-,<9)
A/ I '-iM  ■+ a A —  + — 
r r^ r , r \^90 2
f ia^a^\n + g - gcosO)/sinO ¥{r.O),
(8)
h needs to point out that for single valued y/ (r),
I
n + — an integer.
(Note that the eigenvalues of ±0- Next, ia^Uya.
commutes with the operator on y/ (r, 0) in eq. (7). Hence, 
we can take
ia^aya^ -  e -  ± \ .
Let
iUxayiJ  ^ -  ±L/+ s  easV^ 
and a^V^^lJ:^^iayU^^
S+ (0) are
r R A r ) - ^ ^ c j - - i M y A r )
+ s \ ( 0 r ' D j m s _ m = ‘O,
- s _ m ~ 'D A 0 ) S A ^ ) = o ,
The equation for y^r) in which /7 no longer appears, is 
[3(ii)l
{a( F + igA) ~ iM\ y/ (r) = 0, (5)
^ equation in terms of spherical polar coor­
dinate, with
(6)
(7)
(L/+-each two dimensional). The eq. (7) suggests that 
yA^ r.O) may be written in the form :
rip{r .0)  -  R ,(r)S^i0)U ^^R^ir)S^(0)U ,  (11)
(/?+,.S\ are scalar functions). The equations for /?+ (r) and
(12a)
(12b)
6>±{n + g)cos6>. (13^
3.J. The angular functions :
From eqs. (12), it follows that
D_{O)SA0) = A,S,{e) (14a)
and
D40)S,{0) = -A_S_{9). (14b)
where A  ^ arc constants. So that equations for 5j^  {u ■- 
cos 0) are :
d  1(I-M )— zr-2u —---------- -
du  ^ du 1-M^
><•!(«+«)'+1 + I -2(/i + g).
(w) -  0.g + -  \u\ + A^A_
Let
(9)
( 10)
5 , ( m) = (1 + «)^‘ (1 -« )‘''P±(M) , 
where
I p l ^ l q i  =(« + g)^+(g4:j)^
and
2 ^ 1 -2 p f = -2(n  + g ) ( g T i) .
The equation for P+(w) is then given by
j2
(1 -  M^ )—^  + 2{/?± - ~{p± + 9± + 1)«} 
du
(1^ )
( l t »
(I7a)
(17b)
du
(18)i>i(u) = 0
where
/i;  = /l+ /l_ (P i+ q ± )^ -(p ± + q '± )- (>‘^ )
These equations have bounded solutions only when
yi;=A:(i^ + 2/^ i-f2^±+l), (20)
where k is any +ve integer and the solutions are well- 
known Jacobi Polynomials jP^ ^^ ’^ (^m), (Smirnov [4]).
3,2. The quantization :
where
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The expressions for 5±(6))are given by eqs. (16 -20) as
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0 \ - t ’>
0*- y
sin- 2p„2q, (cos 0). (2t)
rhus, S^{0) are single-valued and bounded only whe^ 
2p, and are 4^ve integers. Finally, one obtains from 
eqs. (17) I
2^± n ± ‘
and
2p^ i « i - ±2 |g |
(22^
(23)
f or - in between in eq. (23) arc according as u ±1/2 and 
If are both o f  the same sign or one o f  them is opposite 
(o the other. Since 2p ±  and n ±  1/2 are integers,*one 
concludes that 2g should also be an integer.
Thus,
N = 2g = ^  and ^  = 
h e  h e  2
(24)
{N is an integer). Thus, the smallest unit o f “  - whi ch
leads to quantization o f charge <?, more precisely o f 'ep\
3.3. The radial funetions :
From eqs. (12), it follows
r[ c ~ - i M  
dr
R J r )^ A ,R ^ ( r )^ 0 .
r\t' —  ^iM  K ( r ) - ( r ) = : 0 .  
dr
Hence,
d^ \ d  ^ ieM A.A^ . .2  ---~ + ------± ------- -h—2------f M
dr^ r dr
k = o .
This equation shows that both R  ^ and R tends to 
exp ±  iMr as r > a>. Af is real for positive energy o f the 
electron (A/“ > 0, cq. (4)). So that the radial part o f the 
wave functions as r —> aj, becomes ^/(r) oc (1//) exp ± l^fr, 
fhus, |^y(/-)|^ taken over a large spherical surface {/* 
is a nonvamshing constant. Hence, the electron is not 
bound to the pole as is expected from the classical 
theory (Poincare [5]). The wave functions spread over to 
infinity. Setting aside this factor exp ± iMf\ the remaining 
factor o f R (r) can easily be expressed in an ascending 
power o f r, which is conditionally convergent with respect 
to the parameters A/ and A^  A^  . Further, since ^ 0
both the so lu tions satisfy  the boundary condition  
n//{r) 0 as /' 0.
4. The KIcin-Cordon equation
With the potential A given by the eq (1), the Klein-Ciordon 
equation for the problem [6] in spherical-polar coordinates 
is given by
Af 1 — — r .1
 ^ 14 * -sin 0 - — 1 
AOr Pr r" sin 0 PO
-7-? +'2>!0 - cos(  ^ ‘ ■ 
r^sirr/y \r(fi" Oqy
- g ^ ( l  - cos^^)" y/{r)~ 0.
Thus,
V /( r ) -F ( r )G ’((9)c"''"
for unique wave function t//{r). n integer.
(27a)
(27b)
(28)
The equation for G(ff) expressed in terms of u ■ cos 0, is 
1
------------- ^
du du ( l - « ‘ )
/7“ -t-2(«g-+• gF)
(25a)
(25b)
(26)
- 2 g (n  i g)w{-+ /i [G(w) ■^0(/l IS constan t) and 
that for F(r) (2*^ )
K 't '■) = « . (30)dr dr)
4A. The Angular funetion G(u) :
As before, taking
G(«) = (1 + uY (l-M )’ Po(u). (31)
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where
2/7‘ + 2q‘^ = (/I + g f  + ^  
and
2?^ -  2p^  =  -2 (fl +  g ) g
the equation for P q( u )
l - u ^ l i j + 2 l p - q - ( p + q + l ) u j y + A '  
du du
(32a)
(32b)
0,
where
A' = A - (p + q y - (p + q ) .
Eq. (32) for Po(u) has bounded solution in the interval 
(-1 < M < 1), only when
A' = k(k+2p-h2q + l),
4.2. The quan tiza tion  :
cos Sin
2 ;
(361
2^ = I n I (37)
and
2p  = | | n | i 2 |g | |  (38)
+ or -  in eq. (38) according as n and g  are both o f  the
same sign or one of them is of opposite sign. Since 2p  and 
n are integers, we finally obtain that 2g should also be an 
in te g e r:
2 s  = « a n d ^  = i(W  = l) (39)
e p
(33)
(34)
(35)
where k  is any +ve integer and the solutions are well 
known Jacobi Polynomials P /^ ’^ ’ («) [4],
Thus, G {6) is single-valued and bounded only when 2p  
and 2q arc +ve integers. Finally, one obtains from eq. (31),
[N  any interger). Thus, the smallest unit f “  = ~ , leadinn
nc  I
to the quantization o f charge.
4.2. The rad ia l fu n c tio n  :
The eq. (30) for F{r) shows that as r  -> oo, rF{r) -> exp 
+ iM r, for positive energy M ^ > 0  feq. (4)] {M  is real). As 
before, in this case also, the charged particle is not bound 
to the pole; as expected from classical theory, it goes over 
to infinity.
5. Discussion
It needs to be emphasized that our result is susceptible to 
the choice of constant (gauge?) for the potential cq. ( I ), 
following Dirac fl(ii)]. In our investigation this appears to 
be the supplementary condition on the potential. Further, 
it may be pointed out that the result, i.e., the quantization 
o f the charge is independent o f the spin o f  the electron, 
as both the Dirac equation and the Klcin-Gordon equation 
lead to the same result.
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